Mass discrimination under Gz acceleration.
The purpose of this study was to assess how the perception of mass discrimination is affected by elevated Gz acceleration. Previous experiments studied mass discrimination under weightless conditions. Ten subjects were tested with the Dynamic Environment Simulator (DES) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Masses of 105, 110, 115, 120, and 125 g were compared to a 100-g standard for delta Ms of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 g. The subject had to choose which mass felt heavier. This was done at 1, 2, and 4 Gz. Significant differences were found between each of the G levels, and the subjects made more errors at higher Gz. Significant differences were also found between each of the delta Ms, except between delta Ms of 20 and 25 g. Using regression lines, the difference limen was calculated at the 75% correct response level for each Gz. The Weber fraction was found by dividing the difference limen by the 100-g standard. Weber fraction of 0.085, 0.116, and 0.145 were found at 1, 2, and 4 Gz, respectively. Impairment to discrimination was shown by calculating the ratio of the Weber fraction of the elevated Gz to 1 Gz. This demonstrated an impairment to mass discrimination at 1.36 at 2 Gz and 1.71 at 4 Gz. Impairment of mass discrimination under elevated G indicates that loss of adaptation is more important than weight or mass constancy or any other factors which would increase gravitational sensory cues. This study attempted to show adaptation by comparing runs done on different days. To show aftereffect, intervals of 1 G were compared to each other. The study did not find any adaptation or aftereffect. When compared to previous studies done in weightlessness, microgravity was found to be more detrimental to mass discrimination than macrogravity, at least up to 4 Gz.